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Hello {{Recipient.FirstName}},

In this edition, we are excited to share with you Össur exhibiting at AOPA, including our workshop on

Össur Upper Limb Solutions. We will delve into our upper limb range, explore our updated feet

selection chart, and take a look at the recent upgrades to Rheo Knee® & Rheo Knee® XC.

 

In this edition:    

Össur at AOPA

Upper Limb Range

We're Hiring - Join the Össur Team

      Össur Feet Selection Chart    

Rheo Knee® & Rheo Knee® XC Upgrades

Mobility Clinic on the Snow

Össur at AOPA 2023
Prosthetics Workshop: Össur Upper Limb Solutions

 

Össur has a full range of Upper Limb solutions including high-definition cosmetic devices (Livingskin),

mechanical partial hand (Naked Prosthetics), bionic partial hand (i-digits) and bionic hands (i-limb). The
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new Livingskin App and process will be demonstrated.
 

Register for AOPA

 

 Explore the Upper Limb Range
 

i-Limb®

i-Limb are active hand prostheses, powered

externally through sensors.

 

Explore i-Limb

i-Digits®

i-Digits are myoelectric prosthetic devices

for partial hand loss or deficiency.

 

Explore i-Digits

Livingskin®

     Living skin solutions are silicone prosthetic
restorations designed to match unique details of

each client.
 

Naked Prosthetics

Naked Prosthetics are a range of four functional,
high-quality finger prostheses.
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Explore Livingskin Explore NP Devices

Prosthetics Clinical Sales Specialist New Zealand
 

Are you a qualified Prosthetist with a passion for exceeding sales and client retention targets? Do you

love traveling and helping others optimise patient outcomes? Then, we'd love to hear from you! 

The role involves developing innovative prosthetic education programs, supporting marketing and sales

initiatives, and achieving sales targets for Ossur Prosthetics in New Zealand. It also includes providing

technical support to customers, monitoring industry trends, and representing the company at events.
 

Apply Here

Feet Selection Chart
 

Introducing our latest Prosthetic Feet Selection Chart! This chart offers a wide range of advanced

prosthetic feet options for your patients for enhanced mobility and comfort. Discover the perfect fit and

step into a brighter, more active future today!
 

Take a Closer Look

Rheo Knee®  & Rheo Knee®  XC
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Find Out More

Firmware & Hardware Upgrades
A number of improvements are being rolled out for Rheo Knee and

Rheo Knee XC (firmware and hardware updates): 

→ New Battery Management System (firmware & hardware) 

→ New Battery Reading (firmware & hardware) 

→ New Device Warning Signals (firmware & hardware) 

→ Auto Adjustment Improved (firmware) 

→ Upgraded Stance Flexion Control (firmware) 

**Firmware only improvements include Auto Adjustment Improvements

& Upgraded Stance Flexion Control. Battery related improvements

which require hardware updates will be completed when units are sent

in for service. 

    

Össur Mobility Clinic on the Snow 2023
 

On July 21-24, Össur had the amazing opportunity to run the Mobility Clinic on the Snow, where seven

wonderful attendees traveled to Thredbo to experience a weekend of snow sports. Our attendees had an

absolute blast, and some even let us know that a part of their soul has been unlocked! As always, head

coach Joany lead the group to success and served as an inspiring coach alongside our DWA volunteer

guides. 

 

Explore Mobility Clinics 
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Customer Care
Contact the Customer Care team today!

Email

Meet the team

Össur ANZ

Sydney: 26 Ross St, North Parramatta, NSW 2151 | 1300 123 268

Melbourne: 9 Market Dr, Bayswater North, VIC 3153 | 1300 123 268

Auckland: 6/80 Westpoint Dr, Hobsonville, Auckland, 0618 | 0800 369 524

 
www.ossur.com.au | www.ossur.co.nz
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